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AN ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION

OF A BETA-TYPE INTEGRAL AND ITS APPLICATION TO

PROBABILITIES OF LARGE DEVIATIONS'

J. C. FU AND R. WONG

Abstract. An asymptotic expansion is obtained for an incomplete beta-type

integral, which arises in the study of probabilities of large deviations. The expan-

sion obtained yields large deviation results for binomial, quantile, and related

probabilities. Our approach is based on a generalized version of Laplace's method.

1. Introduction. In this paper, we are concerned with the asymptotic behavior of

the integral

^-.ttis+iu,)/:*-*-^«    <■•"
as n ->oo. In (1.1), we assume that kn and a„ are real-valued functions of n

satisfying

kjn= p+0(l/n) (1.2)

and

nk\an — a\ —>0   as n —» oo       for each k = 1, 2,... , (1.3)

where 0 <p < a < l,c>0 and p > 0.

The above integral occurs in the study of probabilities of large deviations. The

expansion obtained in this paper can be used to yield large deviation results for

binomial, negative binomial and related probabilities, e.g., quantile probabilities. A

brief discussion of these applications is included in §3.

To evaluate Bn asymptotically, one naturally attempts to use the method of

Laplace [6, p. 80] or its generalizations [6, p. 331]. However, this method and its

generalizations do not apply directly to this case. A modification of this method is

given in §2, by means of which an asymptotic expansion is obtained for Bn.

2. Derivation of asymptotic expansion. To simplify some of the expressions which

occur, we let In denote the integral in (1.1), i.e.,

I„ = fl tk"-x(l-t)"-k"dt, (2.1)

and put

X(t) = t"(\ - t)1'". (2.2)
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Note that 0 < p < a < 1 and that X(t) is positive and strictly decreasing in the

interval (p, 1). Furthermore, 0 < X(p) < 1.

The main result of this paper is stated in the following theorem.

Theorem. As n —> oo, we have

where the coefficients cin are bounded functions of n. In particular,

a    l\-a\np-k"+x

and

-1,n

Proof. Let b = (1 + a)/2 and assume that n is sufficiently large so that all a„ he

to the right of p and to the left of b. Set

=  ',,,>  +  ¡na + 7n,3- <2-6)

From (1.3), we have

/njl = 0[X"(a)exp(-c<)]> (2.7)

and from (1.2) it follows that

'„3 = 0[X-'(6)] (2.8)

for some £ > 0. Clearly

*-itw"-2+o[^+^*^]-      (2-9)
Estimates of /„, and In3 are given in (2.7) and (2.8). We only need to consider the

integral

/„>2 = f* /*--'(! - *)"-"" dt = [b ^(/;ii)e-"*W A, (2.10)

where

A(i) = -p log í - (1 - p)log(l - t) (2.11)

and

^(/; n) = ^-"-'(l - r)»~*\ (2.12)

Note that for a < t < Í», we have

>>'(') = (' - P)/t(\ - t) > 0. (2.13)

Therefore, the minimum of A(i) occurs at f = a. We rewrite (2.10) as

I*a = e~"*(o) /"* G(i; n)e-"h'(aX('-a) dt (2.14)
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with

G(f, n) = ^(t; n)txo{-n[\h"(a)(t - a)2 + . . . ]}. (2.15)

The Taylor expansion of G(t; n) at / = a gives

m-\     , ,

G(t-, n) - S -r G(/)(«; «)(' - «X + -¿ G<M)^; "X' - fl)m'    <2-16)

where /w is any positive integer and a < £ < ¿>. Note that the numbers

Mj =   sup  \^\t; n)\,      j « 0, 1,.... m, (2.17)
a<t<b

are all finite and bounded in n. Furthermore, by using the inequality x'exp(—x2)

< l\ ioT x > 0 and / = 0, 1, 2, . . . , it is easy to see that

Gw(i; n) = 0(nJ'2),      j = 0,l,...,m, (2.18)

where the O-symbol is independent of n and t for a < t < b. Inserting (2.16) into

(2.14) and integrating term by term, we get

Ina =  e-nHW
m~ '     1 rb
2   77 Gw(fl; »)/(/- «yexp(- nh'(a)(t - a)) dt + 5n>)

j=0   J- Ja

(2.19)

where the remainder satisfies

|<U = o(n-'2f\t - a)mexp(-n/i'(a)(r - «)) dt) (2.20)

= G(«-(m+2)/2),   as «^oo.    •

For each/ = 0, 1, 2, ... ,  there exists a positive number & such that

f\t - ayexp(-iiA'(a)(i - a)) dt =-^—— + 0(exp( - e,«)), (2.21)
[nn'(a)]

as n -» oo. Hence (2.19) can be rewritten as

'„,2 = c-"*(B){ ™2   Gw(a; n)[ii*'(a)]--/-1 + 0(/i-<"'+2>/2)].       (2.22)

The O-terms from (2.21) are now included in that appearing in (2.22). Note that

e-h(a) = X(a) and that from (2.15)

G(a; n) = ^(a; n),       G'(a; n) = f (a; «), (2.23)

and

G "(a; «) = V(a; n) - nA"(a)^(a; *). (2.24)

Taking the first three terms in the expansion (2.22) yields

"•2     L  V 7J  \  nh'(a)       n2[h'(a)}2        n2[h'(a)]3 J
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A straightforward calculation gives

h"tn\ - iQ - af + 0 - p)q2 n K\
h{a)- a^af- (2-26)

and

I I - a\"p~k" + x( a + k„-np - l\

««■>-(—)    ( ¿-Zf )■      <2-27)
Thus, in terms of the coefficients c, „ and c2n given in (2.4) and (2.5), we have

h,2~[Ka)]n[Sf+C-^+ ...},   asn-^oo. (2.28)

In view of the estimates (2.7) and (2.8) and the fact that X(A) < X(a), the same is

true of /„. The final result (2.3) now follows from (2.9).

3. Applications. Let (Xx, . . . , Xn) be n independent identically distributed ran-

dom variables with a common cumulative distribution function F(x). We assume

that F(x) is continuous and strictly increasing in a finite or infinite interval [c, d]

with F(c) = 0 and F(d) =1. Let (X$, . .., X$) be the order statistics of

(Xx, . . ., Xn). For 0 <p < 1, we denote by 1^ = F~x(p) the populationp-quantile,

and by Y¿n) = Xfâ, k = [np] +1, the sample p-quantile of the sample

(Xx, ..., Xn).
From the stochastic convergence of the sample quantile to the population

quantile (i.e. Yjn) -» ^ in probability for every 0 <p < 1), it follows that the large

deviation probabilities

an(e,p) = P(y;n>>^ + £) (3.1)

tend to zero as n -> oo, for every fixed e > 0 and 0 <p < 1. Motivated by the

needs in statistical inferences, several authors ([2, p. 25], [3], [5] and [7]) have

recently investigated the rate of convergence of sample quantiles. In particular,

they show that an(e, p) decays exponentially as n -» oo. In this section we shall give

even more precise asymptotic information than those in the above-mentioned

references.

It is well known that the distribution function of the sample p-quantile Yjj^ is

given by

_n!_   fi*)
(k - 1)! (n - k)\  J0

where k = [np] + 1; see [4, p. 376, equation (10.3.8)]. Hence it follows that the tail

probability an(e,p) of the sample p-quantile is

where a = F(^, + e). The right-hand side of (3.3) is exactly the integral Bn given in

(1.1) with a„ = a and kn = [np] + 1 for all n. Thus the theorem of the preceding

♦«■<*> - a - ni!. - «, C '*"'<' - "-'* <">
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section yields

/     x 0» - 1)1 r„ m»    a    t \ - ay-™ ,„,.

«"^P)~(k\)<(n-k)^—p{ — ) W

with k = [wp] + 1. By a straightforward calculation using the Stirling formula, we

have

an(e,p)-b" e-nK'a^ (35)

y2irnp(\ — p)

where

and

K(a, />) = p log ^ + (1 - p)log -j—^ (3.6)

Note that in terms of the function X(t) given in (2.2), we have K(a, p) = log X(p) —

log X(a). Since X(t) is strictly decreasing in (p, 1), it follows that K(a, p) > 0.

Special cases of (3.5) have been obtained previously by Book [3], Fu [5] and

Steinebach [7]. Since

«„(*,/>) = k^(nj)aj(\-a)-J, (3.8)

the conclusion (3.5) is available also from results in Bahadur [1]. In view of this

identity, we remark that our theorem in §2 also gives an asymptotic expansion for

the binomial probability given in (3.8).
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